History taught us how Africa as a continent was scrambled by European powers during and before the 1884-5 Berlin Conference. Some European countries based more on colonies in our mother continent. They started exploiting our people and resources. Africans were used as slaves and some were taken by force to go to fight wars somewhere in the world where these European countries were extending their powers.

A revolution started when Africans realized that they are being subjugated and robbed of their resources and land. In Namibia, German declared Namibia as a colony and started to steal our resources and took land from the rightful indigenous. Our Brave hero of that time such as Hendrik Witbooi of Nama, Samuel Mushave of Ovaherero, and many of our forerunners fought the brave wars against the German occupation of Namibia. We also did not forget our fearless leaders such as Itpumuyu ya Tshingooni of Uukwambani, Maudume Ndemufya of Ovahuamano, Jacob Marengo, Hosea Kutako and many many others who fought against the colonizers in Namibia, just before the generation that brought the war of liberation to its logical conclusion.

This was also a reality in all African countries; people like the late President Kwaname Namibna fought for the total independence of not only their country but for Africa as a continent. He had a belief that the independence of Ghana is meaningless if the whole of Africa is not free. The revolution continued throughout African soil and leaders such as Cde. Jomo Kenyatta of Kenya; Cde. Apollos Ndonye of Tanzania; Cde. Patrice Lumumba of Zaire; Cde. Dr. Angostino Neto of Angola (all are no more and may their soul rest in eternal peace); Cde. Dr. Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia; Cde. Robert Gabriel Mugabe of Zimbabwe; Cde. Dr. Oliver Tambo of South Africa and later succeeded by Cde. Nelson Mandela; and obviously, our own Messiah, Cde. Dr. Sam Nujoma of Namibia. These are some of the valiant and brave commandants who through a true understanding of Pan-Africanism fought hands in hands, brains in brains to dissolve the cruel yoke of imperialism and all forms of colonialism from our continent. I acknowledge the role played by all African hero and heroines both dead and living against the colonialism perpetuated by Europeans across our continent.

Now my readers, allow me to dwell on what is happening in African continent these past few months. I would like to start with the slicing of Sudan into two pieces as a loaf of bread. We are celebrating this as it was done for sake of peace and stability on a long term? It must be noted that I am not against what happened in Sudan but just worried about the faction in which the whole issue was handled.

Interestingly enough, just before the referendum in Sudan, there was election in Ivory Coast last year November, of which the results were protested by the opposition party. The foreign interference was observed immediately and to some extent this has more to tell. Some more simple but critical questions need to be answered such as: is it true that the election was manipulated? What proof of evidence do the pro-Quattara supporters have that constitute rigging of the election? Why foreign countries were so quick to move and interference was observed immediately and to some extend the results were protested by the opposition party? Then there was election in Ivory Coast and many countries were caught in a trap trying to cause commotions in the country were caught in a trap trying to bring back peace and stability or just want to plant their puppets as presidents in these countries that will be like robots and will be controlled from White House?

African young people must be vigilant, because it seems like they are target number one by these wolves from USA and the West. They have turned to the usage of technologies such as social network through "Facebook" to confuse and bring chaos and havoc in Africa. Those wolves realized that our causes became difficult to them and cannot be convinced easily especially after African leaders denied USA a military base in the center of our continent.

We must open our eyes; even here in Namibia we must be watchful. We must not think that those USA's wolves are just trying to bring back peace and stability on the African continent in which the whole issue was handled immediately and to some extent the results were protested by the opposition party. They now declared a "no-fly zone" in Libya and it is very interesting to note that the rebels in Libya are reported to have been angry that the West is too slow to implement this and supply them with weapons. These imply that from the very beginning, the minds of these rebels have been contaminated